Pulse width modulation control of fifteen-switch inverter for four AC loads
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Abstract: In many studies in the literature, various topologies with reduced switch count are proposed. With the use of these topologies, a lower number of semiconductor switches are required to produce a desired set of voltage. This in turn reduces the size and cost of the inverter. This paper proposes a new reduced switch count topology named “fifteen-switch inverter (FSI)”, which is experimentally verified. The FSI has five switches in one leg and have three legs for three phases. It is capable of controlling four three-phase ac loads. In this proposed inverter topology, fifteen switches are used against the twenty four switches in conventional two-level inverter to control four ac loads. The proposed control is implemented using modified sinusoidal and space vector pulse width modulation techniques. A comparative performance of FSI with conventional sinusoidal pulse width modulation and space vector pulse width modulation are presented in linear operating region. The structure and the principle of operation of the proposed inverter are introduced and verified using simulation. The inverter prototype was built and the proposed inverter has been verified experimentally using digital signal controller. The experimental results verify the applicability of the proposed inverter and the employed pulse generation technique.
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1. Introduction

The main area in today’s research in the field of power electronics is to have converter which has less cost, minimum components, with high reliability and efficiency. Many topologies had been proposed for motor drive application for component minimization [1-6], such as two level and three-level indirect matrix converters [7-10] in which the bulky electrolytic dc-link capacitors is eliminated with the added advantage of increased life time of converter and reduction in system size. Further advancement in area of reduced semiconductor topology is B4 inverter [11] and five-leg inverter [12-20]. The B4 inverter reconfigures the third phase to the middle point of split dc link capacitor. Whereas five leg inverter is designed to run two three-phase motors independently with the fifth phase leg as common phase leg to which one phase from each motor connects. There are many application which require independent control of two or more ac loads such as four wheel drive of an electric vehicle, robotics etc. The basic solution to the problem is to use independent inverters to control each ac load. With this solution the cost and volume of the system is increased. Recently a new topology was designed called as Nine Switch Inverter (NSI) [21-28] to control two three phase ac loads independently. This topology saves three switches in comparison to conventional method used for controlling two ac loads independently In this
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In this paper, a fifteen switch inverter to drive four three-phase ac loads is proposed. Comparing the fifteen switch inverter with conventional two-level three-phase inverter, it is possible to reduce the switch count by nine switches. This easily fulfills the practical concern of cost/space reduction along with thermal management. In this paper, the basic structure of the fifteen switch inverter is proposed with its control strategy. This inverter is controlled using sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) and sinusoidal pulse width modulation, space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) technique. The control proposed for this inverter under common frequency operating mode is evaluated by simulation and verified through prototype.

2. Structure of the fifteen-switch inverter

2.1. Proposed topology

The topology of the proposed fifteen-switch inverter is shown in Figure 1. The fifteen switch inverter generates four sets of the standard three-phase two-level output with only one dc link voltage source. In this figure, the fifteen-switch inverter consists of four three-phase inverters named as Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, and Inv4 with nine common semiconductor switches. The Inv1 comprises switches SR1, SY1, SB1, SR2, SY2, SB2; Inv2 comprises switches SR2, SY2, SB2, SR3, SY3, SB3; Inv3 comprises switches SR3, SY3, SB3, SR4, SY4, SB4; and Inv4 comprises switches SR4, SY4, SB4, SR5, SY5, SB5.

![Figure 1](image-url)

Figure 1. Main circuit of the proposed fifteen-switch inverter, where Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, and Inv4 are indicated by box with color red, green, blue, and orange respectively.

2.2. Carrier-based PWM method

The basic operation principle involved in generation of gating signal is that, the pulses generated should be able to turn ON only four semiconductor switches in a leg out of five at any instant of time. To satisfy this criterion, a gating circuit to generate the pulses for fifteen-switch inverter is proposed as shown in Figure 2. There are four reference signals as indicated in (1)–(4) for each phase. The intermediate gate signal for Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, and Inv4 is generated by comparing Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, and Inv4 reference signals of the related phase.
\( \left( V_{xy}^{\text{ref}} \right) (x = R, Y \text{ or } B \text{ & } y = 1, 2, 3 \text{ or } 4) \) and the carrier signal. The final signal is generated by using a method as shown in Figure 2. By using this method four switches are ON at any instant of time in a particular leg. Let the voltage reference for Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, and Inv4 be \( V_1^{\text{ref}}, V_2^{\text{ref}}, V_3^{\text{ref}}, \text{ and } V_4^{\text{ref}} \) respectively and be represented by

\[
V_1^{\text{ref}} = A_1 \sin (2\pi f_1 t + \varphi_1) + \text{offset}_1,
\]
\[
V_2^{\text{ref}} = A_2 \sin (2\pi f_2 t + \varphi_2) + \text{offset}_2,
\]
\[
V_3^{\text{ref}} = A_3 \sin (2\pi f_3 t + \varphi_3) + \text{offset}_3,
\]
\[
V_4^{\text{ref}} = A_4 \sin (2\pi f_4 t + \varphi_4) + \text{offset}_4,
\]

where \( A_1, A_2, A_3, \text{ and } A_4 \) are amplitudes, \( f_1, f_2, f_3, \text{ and } f_4 \) are frequencies, and \( \varphi_1, \varphi_2, \varphi_3, \text{ and } \varphi_4 \) are phases.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Method of generation gate signals.

The switching vectors of carrier-based PWM method are shown in Figure 3. Combining these switching vectors creates a specific sequence. This sequence is used to design the SVM method. One switching cycle consists of 24 vectors: two active vector for load 2 (VR2)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 1 (VR1)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 1 (VR1)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 2 (VR2)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 3 (VR3)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 4 (VR4)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 4 (VR4)—zero (VZ)—two active vector for load 3 (VR3)—zero (VZ).
2.3. Space vector PWM method

Considering five switches in each leg of the FSI, the semiconductors of each leg can have thirty-two different ON–OFF positions. With the constraint that only four switches should be ON at any instant of time to avoid DC bus short circuit and also importantly floating of the connected loads, five states by each leg is permitted as indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. Semiconductor ON-OFF position of leg 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>SR1</th>
<th>SR2</th>
<th>SR3</th>
<th>SR4</th>
<th>SR5</th>
<th>$V_{R1N}$</th>
<th>$V_{R2N}$</th>
<th>$V_{R3N}$</th>
<th>$V_{R4N}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>$V_{DC}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−2</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Carrier-based PWM method switching vector.
Therefore, having five possible states for each leg, there are 125 various switching mode configurations as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Arrangement of 125 switching modes of the fifteen-switch inverter.](image)

Out of 125 switching modes; Mode 1, Mode 2, Mode 3, Mode 4, and Mode 5 are the zero modes (or vectors) wherein the line voltage is zero for all four inverters. The 125 vectors of FSI can be divided into eight groups’ i.e.

(i) zero vector (05)  
(ii) only one active (24)  
(iii) upper two active (12)
(iv) lower two active (12) (v) middle two active (12) (vi) only three active (36) (vii) all active: not identical (18) (viii) all active: identical (06)

All the possible variations of switching state \{-2\}, \{-1\}, \{0\}, \{1\}, and \{2\} are shown in Figure 4. However, a vector-including combination of \{-2\} and \{-1\} with \{2\} and \{1\} is undesirable because it disobeys the constraint that \(V_{ref_1} > V_{ref_2} > V_{ref_3} > V_{ref_4}\).

For example, if it is desired to get 101 at the output of Inv1 and Inv2, it can be achieved through 9 different modes i.e. \{0, –2, 0\}, \{1, –2, 0\}, \{2, –2, 0\}, \{0, –2, 1\}, \{0, –2, 2\}, \{1, –2, 1\}, \{2, –2, 1\}, \{1, –2, 2\} and \{2, –2, 2\}. Only mode \{0, –2, 0\} follows the constraint and gives the desirable output of 101 at Inv1 and Inv2. With all the remaining modes the independency of loads is lost and they cannot have independent frequencies. Space presentation of the FSI switching modes is shown in Figure 5. With the above constraints only 53 vectors out of 125 vectors are desirable and expected to operate in FSI. The desired 53 vectors for independent control of load with fifteen-switch inverter are shown in Figure 6.

The reference signals for all four inverters are defined as

\[ V_{ref_1} = V_{ref_1} \angle \alpha_1, \]  
\[ V_{ref_2} = V_{ref_2} \angle \alpha_2, \]  
\[ V_{ref_3} = V_{ref_3} \angle \alpha_3, \]  
\[ V_{ref_4} = V_{ref_4} \angle \alpha_4, \]
where

\[ \alpha_1 = 2\pi f_1 t + \varnothing_1, \]  
\[ \alpha_2 = 2\pi f_2 t + \varnothing_2, \]  
\[ \alpha_3 = 2\pi f_3 t + \varnothing_3, \]  
\[ \alpha_4 = 2\pi f_4 t + \varnothing_4, \]  

where \( f_1, f_2, f_3 \) and \( f_4 \) are the frequencies, and \( \varnothing_1, \varnothing_2, \varnothing_3, \) and \( \varnothing_4 \) are the phases.

All five zero vectors can be used for placement of zero states based on minimum number of semiconductor switchings control goals and optimizations. The switching time intervals of vectors are calculated as

\[ T_1 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_1 T \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{3} - \alpha_1 \right), \]  
\[ T_2 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_1 T \sin (\alpha_1) \]  
\[ T_3 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_2 T \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{3} - \alpha_2 \right), \]
\[ T_4 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_2 T \sin(\alpha_2), \] (16)

\[ T_5 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_3 T \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{3} - \alpha_3\right), \] (17)

\[ T_6 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_3 T \sin(\alpha_3), \] (18)

\[ T_7 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_4 T \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{4} - \alpha_4\right), \] (19)

\[ T_8 = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} m_4 T \sin(\alpha_4). \] (20)

\[ T_0 = T - T_1 - T_2 - T_3 - T_4 - T_5 - T_6 - T_7T_8 \] (21)

3. Inverter performance analysis and hardware implementation

To validate the topology of the fifteen-switch inverter operated by the proposed sinusoidal and space vector modulation technique the simulation is performed using MATLAB/Simulink and tested on a laboratory prototype. The load parameters of the simulation and the experiment are kept similar for an apparent comparison, as shown in Table 2. Similar R-L loads are connected to the outputs of all four inverters. The fifteen-switch inverter with input dc source of 50 V is simulated. To validate the proposed topology, the simulation of the fifteen-switch inverter is performed with different proposed modulation techniques. In this paper the fifteen-switch inverter is operated with a common reference frequency for each load. For performance analysis, fundamental RMS value and THD of output line voltage, phase voltage, and load current are analyzed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters and operating modes</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC Link voltage source (V\text{DC})</td>
<td>50 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>2 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load resistance</td>
<td>5 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load inductance</td>
<td>2 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To validate the topology of the fifteen-switch inverter a laboratory prototype is built. The four equal R-L loads are connected to the FSI with the same rating as used in simulation to compare the simulation and experimental results. The gating signal for fifteen semiconductor switches of the FSI is generated using programming Digital Signal Controller (DSC) dsPIC33EP512MU810. The pulses obtained from DSC are passed through buffer circuit, isolation circuit, and driver circuit before they are given to the gate of semiconductor switches. The MOSFET IRF 840 (8A, 500V) is used as switching device for the FSI. The DSC used is a 100 pin IC with 512 kb ram and speed of 70 MIPS. The schematic representation of hardware circuit is shown in Figure 7. An algorithm is prepared using output compare register of DSC to generate gating pulses with the constraint that only four switches should be ON at any instant of time.
3.1. SPWM analysis of fifteen switch inverter

For analysis of FSI with SPWM modulation technique, the gating signal for fifteen switches is generated by the method as shown in Figure 2. The modulating references per phase are assigned the same frequency but ensuring $V_{ref1} > V_{ref2} > V_{ref3} > V_{ref4}$ with no crossover intersection.

A limited amount of phase shift can be introduced between the modulating reference waveform such that the total sum should not exceed the peak to peak vertical band of the carrier signal. Therefore, for a given phase shift; there is a limit on the maximum amplitude sum that can be divided among the two references and obviously the maximum sum of amplitude occurs when the waveform has zero phase shift. The modulation index sum for upper two references should be less than 1, i.e. $M_1 + M_2 \leq 1$ and similarly for lower references $M_3 + M_4 \leq 1$.

For example, if modulation index for reference-1 is 0.6 then modulation index for reference-2 can be maximum 0.4. Let the modulation index for Inv1 (=M1), Inv2 (=M2), Inv3 (=M3), and Inv4 (=M4) be the same and kept to the value of 0.4 for both simulation and hardware analysis. The simulated line voltages, phase voltages, and R phase current with their THD analysis of R phase are shown in Figure 8. With the same parameters as indicated in Table 2 the experimentation is performed with the SPWM modulation technique. The experimental line voltages, phase voltages, and R phase current with their THD analysis of R phase are shown in Figure 9. It can be clearly observed that output voltage has the desired frequency. The peak value of phase voltage of the two-level inverter is given by

$$V_{ph} = \frac{MV_{DC}}{2}. \quad (22)$$

The applied dc source voltage is 50 V and the modulation index in this case for all four inverters is 0.4. For these parameters the peak phase voltage calculated value is 10 V. It is observed from Figures 8 and 9 that the simulated and experimental value obtained for line voltage, phase voltage, and line current are satisfactory as compared to the calculated value. Similarly, the value of THD is also the same as the THD level of the
two-level inverter for modulation index of 0.4. Thus, this validates the fifteen-switch inverter topology with the SPWM modulation technique.

Figure 8. Simulated results of the fifteen-switch inverter with SPWM technique.
3.2. SVPWM analysis of the fifteen-switch inverter

For better performance of fifteen switch inverter, space vector PWM modulation technique is employed. The switching vectors are as indicated in Figure 4. Space vector PWM modulation technique gives better fundamental output voltage and help in improving harmonic performance and reducing THD.

Figure 9. Experimental results of the fifteen-switch inverter with the SPWM technique (Scale Y axis (voltage): 50 V/div, (current): 5A/div and x axis: 10 ms/div).
To validate the proposed space vector modulation as indicated in the previous section and to compare the experimental results with the simulation results, the analysis is done on hardware prototype of the FSI. The reference frequencies for all four inverters are the same and are set to 50 Hz. The modulation index is considered the same for Inv1, Inv2, Inv3, and Inv4 with the value of 0.4. The simulated line voltages, phase voltages, and R phase current with their THD analysis of R phase with the SVPWM technique are shown in Figure 10. With

Figure 10. Simulation results of the fifteen-switch inverter with the SVPWM technique.
the same parameters as indicated in Table 2, the experimentation is performed with the SVPWM modulation technique. The experimental line voltages, phase voltages, and R phase current with their THD analysis of R phase are shown in Figure 11. With the applied dc source voltage of 50 V and the modulation index of 0.4, it is observed from Figures 10 and 11 that the simulated and experimental values obtained for line voltage, phase voltage, and line current are satisfactory compared to the calculated value.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11.** Experimental results of the fifteen-switch inverter with the SVPWM technique (Scale Y axis (voltage): 50 V/div, (current): 5 A/div and x axis: 10 ms/div).

It is also observed that the fundamental RMS value is increased for the SVPWM technique compared to the SPWM modulation technique. Thus, this validates the fifteen-switch inverter topology with the SVPWM
modulation technique. The comparison of fundamental rms & THD values is shown in Table 3 for different modulation index with the SPWM & SVPWM techniques.

Table 3. Simulated and experimental values of fundamental rms and total harmonic distortion of line voltage & phase voltage at different modulation index for the SPWM & SVPWM techniques for load-1 R-phase (carriers frequency = 2 kHz, DC voltage = 50V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MI</th>
<th>Line voltage</th>
<th>Phase voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPWM</td>
<td>SVPWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>THD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>Experimented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>370.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>359.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>252.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>241.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>197.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>187.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>163.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>153.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>145.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.84</td>
<td>135.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a new reduced switch topology of inverter which is capable of delivering three-phase power to four connected AC loads is proposed. The presented inverter is low-cost because the number of semiconductor switches is reduced compared to the traditional method of controlling four three-phase ac loads independently. In this paper, modified SPWM and SVPWM modulation techniques are proposed to control FSI. The inherent advantage of the SVPWM technique over the SPWM technique is that it increases the fundamental rms value by 15.5% and this can be clearly observed in Table 3. The FSI has a total of 125 switching vectors but to run four ac loads independently we require only 63 vectors. Thus, with the proposed control technique, the controlling of FSI becomes a bit simpler. As a proof of concept of the proposed inverter topology simulation analysis was presented. Finally, to validate the applicability of the proposed inverter in practical application, experimentation test using digital signal controller was conducted. The results are satisfactory as the inverter delivers the power to all four shared inverters at desired frequency and voltage. The application of the fifteen-switch inverter can be in industries like paper, textile etc. or in the area of robotics with multijoint robots and also in electric vehicles.
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